Worcester MCR Lighting
All light bulbs to be energy efficient where possible.
Total lights to purchase: 11 x recessed light, 5 x spotlights.

Downstairs (please refer to diagram on next page):
1. Grid of 5 x 2 ‘recessed lights’ in ceiling + additional recessed light by dart board. To be
separated into two circuits as indicated.
2. All existing lights, both on walls and ceiling, to be removed, with exception of spotlights in
bar area. Ceiling fans also to be removed. MCR will need to liaise with maintenance to find
remaining blue paint from repaint 2 years ago.
3. Plug socket in sofa area (i.e. where new window is being installed) to be moved to the Hi Fi.
4. Additional spotlight to be added to existing rail in bar area (replaces the light lost from the
removed wall light by the college-facing window).
5. Light switch panel to be replaced with smaller panel with just 2 switches.

IT Room
1. Wiring around new window site to be routed downwards in U-shape. To be done in
conjunction with IT Support.
2. Air conditioner to be removed (unless fixable).

Lounge
1. Broken ceiling light to be removed. Other light by door also to be removed if permissible.
2. Four spotlights to be added, two on each of ceiling black beams, controlled by one circuit.
(Hole is already drilled on one side for fire alarm). One light to point towards door, one
towards ceiling, and other two covering general floor space.
3. Light switch panel to be replaced with small panel with just 1 switch.
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